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Editorial

We are pleased to welcome you to the “International Conference on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence” after the successful completion of the series of Artificial Intelligence 2020. The congress is scheduled to take place in the beautiful city of Miami, USA on November 12-13, 2021. This Artificial Intelligence 2021 conference will provide you with an exemplary research experience and huge ideas.

The perspective of the Artificial Intelligence Conference is to set up transplant research to help people understand how treatment techniques have advanced and how the field has developed in recent years.

Longdom proffers our immense pleasure and honour in extending you a warm invitation to attend Artificial Intelligence 2021 in Miami, USA on November 12-13, 2021. It is focusing on “Innovations and Advancements in Robotics and Artificial Intelligence”, to enhance and explore knowledge among Artificial Intelligence community and to establish corporations and exchanging ideas. Providing the right stage to present stimulating Keynote talks, Plenary sessions, Discussion Panels, B2B Meetings, Poster symposia, Video Presentations and Workshop Artificial Intelligence anticipates over 200 participants around the globe with path breaking subjects, discussions and presentations. This will be a splendid feasibility for the researchers, delegates and the students from Global Universities and Institutes to interact with the world class scientists, speakers, Analyst, practitioners and Industry Professionals.

Longdom all the experts and researchers from the Robotics and Artificial Intelligence sector all over the world to attend “International Conference on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence (Artificial Intelligence 2021) which is going to be held on Miami, USA on November 12-13, 2021. Artificial Intelligence 2021 conference includes Keynote presentations, Oral talks, Poster Presentations, Workshops, and Exhibitors.

The most other engineering majors work with Artificial Intelligence, but the heart of Artificial Intelligence is Automation and Automation Engineering across all the disciplines. Artificial Intelligence 2021 conference is also comprised of Best Post Awards, Best Oral Presentation Awards, Young Researchers Forums (YRF) and also Video Presentation by experts. We are glad to welcome you all to join and register for the “International Conference on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence” which is going to be held in Miami, USA on November 12-13, 2021.

Note: This work is partly presented at International conference on Artificial Intelligence and Robotics (November 12-13, 2021 | Miami, USA)